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This report considers the use of a choke chain and verbal prompt to teach a nine-month yellow Labrador puppy to heel. An AB experimental design provided evaluation data on the amount of time that the animal heeled during her 10-minute walk. The results showed an increase in the amount of time the dog heeled and a reduction in the number of minutes that the puppy would not heel during 10 minute walks, during the choke chain and verbal prompt condition. The procedures were practical. Informal observation by the owners and first author indicated that heeling generalized to other times of the day and activities.

Method

Participant and Setting
The participant was a nine month old female Labrador puppy, named Bailey. The pet of a university faculty member. The first author enjoyed taking Bailey for walks, but at times Bailey would simply drag her along. Data were collected along the street near where Bailey lived.

Response Definition
We measured the number of seconds that Bailey would heel on 10-minute walks. Heeling was defined as walking next to the first author without her tugging on the leash. When Bailey was heeling, the stop watch was kept running. When she did not heel, the stop watch was stopped. In this way, the number of seconds heeling could be determined from each walk. Walks were also timed by the first author.

Experimental Design and Experimental Conditions
An AB single subject design (Kazdin, 1982) was used to examine the duration of heeling and not heeling during the presence and absence of the choke chain and verbal prompt.

Baseline. Baseline consisted of a series of walks without a choke chain. This phase lasted for three walks and three data days (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday).

Choke chain and verbal prompt. The intervention consisted of the first author taking Bailey for her 10-minute walk. The verbal prompt "Bailey Heel" or "Heel" was paired with an upward thrust of her arm on the leash which was attached to the choke chain (Pryor, 1985). This was done each time Bailey would leave the side of the first author during the walk. Data were gathered for seven weeks, three times each week.
Results and Discussion

The number of seconds during the 10-minute walk with heeling can be seen in Chart 1. Bailey did not heel during baseline. With the implementation of the choke chain and verbal prompt, there was an immediate increase in Bailey's heeling. The number of seconds of heeling increased to 491 seconds out of 600 seconds per walk.

The results of this brief report indicate that the use of a choke chain and a verbal prompt was correlated with improved heeling behavior of a nine month old Labrador puppy and the procedure appeared highly effective.

As can be seen in Chart 1, there were some days Bailey heeled better than others. On those sessions, the first author and Bailey would encounter a large number of other dogs. However, for the last seven sessions, Bailey would heel on the average of 9 minutes, 19 seconds.

Since the project, the first author occasionally continues to walk Bailey which is now a much more pleasant experience. Bailey can walk at a brisk but slow pace. The use of the Standard Celeration Chart made it easy to monitor celeration in Bailey's heeling.

This study demonstrated that a choke chain can be effective in increasing heeling. No data were taken on the effects of generalization, but from informal observations, Bailey's behaviors generalized to other areas which she frequented with her owners. Another possible reason for the effectiveness of the outcomes was that the owners continued to implement the same procedures during their walks with Bailey. If the owners would continue to follow the procedure, Bailey should become very consistent in heeling.
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